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AI-based educational technologies may be most welcome in classrooms when they align with teachers’ goals,
preferences, and instructional practices. Teachers, however, have scarce time to make such customizations
themselves. How might the crowd be leveraged to help time-strapped teachers? Crowdsourcing pipelines have
traditionally focused on content generation. It is an open question how a pipeline might be designed so the
crowd can succeed in a revision/customization task. In this paper, we explore an initial version of a teacher-
guided crowdsourcing pipeline designed to improve the adaptive math hints of an AI-based tutoring system so
they fit teachers’ preferences, while requiring minimal expert guidance. In two experiments involving 144 math
teachers and 481 crowdworkers, we found that such an expert-guided revision pipeline could save experts’
time and produce better crowd-revised hints (in terms of teacher satisfaction) than two comparison conditions.
The revised hints however, did not improve on the existing hints in the AI tutor, which were carefully-written
but still have room for improvement and customization. Further analysis revealed that the main challenge
for crowdworkers may lie in understanding teachers’ brief written comments and implementing them in the
form of effective edits, without introducing new problems. We also found that teachers preferred their own
revisions over other sources of hints, and exhibited varying preferences for hints. Overall, the results confirm
that there is a clear need for customizing hints to individual teachers’ preferences. They also highlight the
need for more elaborate scaffolds so the crowd can have specific knowledge of the requirements that teachers
have for hints. The study represents a first exploration in the literature of how to support crowds with minimal
expert guidance in revising and customizing instructional materials.
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1 INTRODUCTION
AI-based educational software is increasingly used in K-12 classrooms, enabling teachers to facilitate
more personalized learning experiences [36, 41, 50, 71]. The scalability of these platforms makes it
easy to reach teachers and students across a broad range of educational contexts [30, 58]. However,
these complex systems are rarely designed to be readily customizable by teachers, students, or
other educational stakeholders [30, 54]. With the diversity of textbooks, curricula, and teacher
pedagogies, which frequently change over time, the instructional behavior of AI-based software
can easily become misaligned with educational practice in a given context [30]. Thus, allowing
teachers to customize and revise aspects of AI-based tutoring software may be essential for wider
adoption and for sustaining their relevance longer term[7, 51–53, 55]. For example, in a study
that investigated the needs of K-12 teachers who use AI tutors in their classrooms, Holstein et
al. [30] found that teachers may discontinue the use of the AI tutors if there is a misalignment
between instructional materials in the software and the curriculum in use, especially if there are no
convenient ways for teachers to customize the content. The current paper takes inspiration from
a prior study [33] that uncovered a critical teacher need: when using an AI tutor in classrooms,
teachers often find that particular on-demand hints are insufficiently helpful for their students. In
turn, teachers desire a simple way to revise these hints, for the benefit of future students who reach
a similar impasse. In co-design sessions with teachers, teachers envisioned mechanisms to provide
rapid feedback to the AI-tutor, even during an ongoing class session, as soon as a complaint about
a particular hint arises, with minimal interruption of their teaching activity [33].

Despite the need described above, prior work has not found a scalable, time-efficient way to enable
stakeholders (teachers and students) to customize instructional materials in AI-based software
[30, 33, 54]. The current state-of-the-art method for generating educational content is through
manual authoring by domain experts or instructional designers [7]. While involving teachers in
materials authoring processes can be effective[23, 28], one challenge is that teachers, like other
experts, tend to have very limited time for these activities [33, 38, 51, 57].

Crowdsourcing holds the potential to be a cost-effective and scalable way to meet this need[1, 15,
40, 72]. In the current study, we focus on sourcing hint improvement to generic crowds. We explore
a first version of a teacher-guided crowdsourcing pipeline, aiming at improving and customizing
instructional materials so they better meet expert stakeholders’ (teachers) preferences, while
minimizing the time they put in. Minimizing expert involvement is an important issue not just
in education, but in other crowdsourcing task domains as well[18, 21], as the cost and scarcity of
expertise is a central motivation for employing crowdsourcing in many contexts [8, 35, 59, 67, 68].
Prior studies have shown settings in which crowdworkers generate reasonable quality instructional
materials for K-12 math, where the goal is typically to create instructional resources where none
existed previously (e.g., [1, 10, 73]). Less is known about whether crowdworkers could succeed
in content revision, where they must improve upon existing materials. On the one hand, content
revision tasks may be easier for crowdworkers than generating content from scratch, since workers
have access to the original materials as a strong starting point for their task, plus any guidance
on how to revise the given materials. On the other hand, revision tasks could be harder for
crowdworkers than content generation, as producing consistent, high-quality revisions requires
crowdworkers to fully comprehend the original materials and contextualize expert guidance (e.g.,
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brief specs for the revisions), which may not be easy for a non-expert. Revision tasks could be
especially hard if the original materials are already of high quality, as in our case.

It is not known - and worth finding out - if generic crowds have sufficient relevant expertise to
customize instructional materials with no guidance other than brief specs. Their past knowledge of
the given application domain (middle school mathematics) may or may not be sufficient. In our
specific case, an alternative to crowdworkers is not easily available because teachers, as argued, are
busy, and instructional designers are expensive. As well, it may not be appropriate to source it to
K-12 students, as there might not be enough educational value in the task [19, 26, 74].
In sum, we contribute a study that experiments with an expert-guided crowdsourcing pipeline

for adaptive instructional content revision. The research addresses a practical need and provides
insight into the broader question of how minimal expert guidance can be, in scaffolding complex
crowdwork. Specifically, we find that two forms of minimal expert guidance are effective only
to a degree, and contribute an analysis of where additional scaffolding may be most needed. We
outline a number of specific challenges that future expert-guided crowd-revision pipelines may
need to overcome. The work also yields new insight into teacher needs regarding customization of
instructional materials, which could be applied to create a more effective expert-guided revision
crowdsourcing pipeline in and beyond math education contexts.

2 RELATEDWORK
2.1 Expert-facilitated Crowdsourcing
There are at least two broad categories of crowdsourcing tasks: simple, context-free microtasks,
like transcribing or image labeling, or complex tasks that can be broken down [10, 40, 42, 45, 47].
Complex tasks that do not lend themselves easily to decomposition are often done by domain
experts [12, 43, 44, 61, 66]. Crowds may need concrete expert feedback to perform well enough on
these tasks [21, 63, 64]. Prior research explored strategies for integrating experts into crowdsourcing
processes, from offering high-level “inspirations” [9], to expert-generated task-specific feedback
[21], to an expert-informed checklist [34]. As an example, Chan et al. studied expert facilitation of
crowd innovation. In their pipeline, the crowd was encouraged to come up with creative ideas to
solve a social dilemma. Experts monitored the crowd and offered high-level “inspirations” to guide
ideation. They found experienced facilitators increased the quantity and creativity of workers’
ideas, while novice facilitators reduced them [10].

Studies[18, 21, 68] have also explored the design space of scaffolding methods when it is desirable
to minimize costly or scarce expert input. Suzuki et al. [68] explored the idea of micro-internship,
to lower the threshold for the crowd to develop skills and minimize mentors’ effort: Atelier guides
mentor-intern pairs in breaking down tasks into milestones, and solving problems together. It can
help interns maintain forward progress and absorb best practice. Mentors still spend on average
5.3 hours in their study, which is much higher than desired in our case. In Shepherd, Dow et al.[21]
tested how feedback can improve the quality of crowdwork. They found, on crowd’s finished tasks
(writing customer reviews), both self-assessment and external (expert) assessment yield overall
better work than control condition, while crowdworkers who receive expert feedback revise their
work more.

In general, two differences distinguish our pipeline from prior expert-facilitated crowdsourcing
studies:

1) Content generation versus content revision. In prior related crowdsourcing pipelines,
including in those that, like our study, involve writing tasks (for example, writing customer reviews
in Shepherd [21], or help request emails in IntroAssist [34]), the tasks often involve content generation,
rather than content revision. This nuanced difference may require different pipeline designs. Content
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generation generally asks crowdworkers to author the content wholesale according to a prompt or
guideline, while content revision asks them to comprehend original materials, contextualize the
prompt (expert guidance in our case) by carefully weighing what to keep and what to revise, and
perform the desired revision.

2) Minimal expert guidance from K-12 teachers. Given our project goal to create a teacher-
guided crowdsourcing pipeline for use within regular teaching practice with AI-based tutoring
software, the pipeline could only ask K-12 teachers for minimal and rapid feedback on existing
materials. Specifically, we asked teachers to spend only 15 - 20 seconds to give feedback on each set
of hints. The fact that our experts are busy teachers renders pipelines that require a large amount
of expert time, (e.g., iterative communication flow between experts and crowd [15]) infeasible in
our context.

2.2 Crowdsourcing in Education
Crowdsourcing can help create educational materials [16, 29, 65], provide real-world educational
experiences [11, 17], exchange complementary knowledge [25] and provide feedback and evalu-
ations for learners [20, 37, 49]. For example, Aleahmad et al.[1] crowdsourced the generation of
worked examples in mathematics (problems and step-by-step solutions) to volunteers using an
open authoring tool. They asked the volunteers to tailor the worked examples to given student
profiles that contained students’ hobbies and skill proficiency. They found, interestingly, that math
teachers wrote the best problem statements but that amateurs wrote the best solutions. Close to our
domain, Chen et al. [10] crowdsourced math word problems and hints using a pipeline with built-in
scaffolding of: 1) tagging components of crowdworkers’ answers to a given template and 2) a faded,
step-by-step tutorial. Whitehill and Seltzer [73] crowdsourced math tutorial videos that explain
logarithms. They scaffolded crowds with examples of good video explanations, explicit guidelines,
and contrasting examples of handwriting quality (given crowd may present their hand-written
notes in the tutorial videos). Their crowdsourced tutorial videos lead to comparable learning gains
as a popular Khan Academy video on logarithms. Most of these studies seek to contribute new
content, rather than to improve on or customize existing content (which can be a higher bar for
evaluation). Similarly trying to improve quality explanation in educational software, Williams et al.
[74] introduced AXIS that asks learners to generate, revise and evaluate explanations as they solve
a problem.

Our pipeline involves teachers as expert facilitators to guide crowdwork, rather than merely as
a comparison group like [1]. Success stories from prior work bode well for open authoring and
crowdsourcing of instructional materials. However, it remains an open question what level and
kinds of expert (teacher) guidance can be effective in supporting crowd revision tasks.

3 METHODS
3.1 ResearchQuestions
Our work broadly concerns the following questions, with specific sub-research questions for each
of the two studies.

• RQ1. Can an expert-guided crowd pipeline lead to quality revisions that improve on the
original artifacts, while saving experts’ time?

• RQ2. How does an expert-guided crowd revision condition compare to other comparison
conditions?

• RQ3.What expert guidance is needed for crowdworkers to perform the revision tasks?
• RQ4. Can customization of instructional materials in AI-based educational software improve
teachers’ satisfaction?
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• RQ5.What challenges might arise in such an expert-guided crowd revision workflow, and
how might they be overcome?

3.2 Study Context: AI-based tutoring software
The context of our study is an AI-based tutoring system, Lynnette (Fig. 1), which offers guided
practice to middle-school students in basic equation solving. The study focuses on two-step equa-
tions (e.g., 2x + 4 = 0, solve for x). Lynnette provides step-by-step guidance, in the form of adaptive
hints, correctness feedback, and error-specific messages. AI-tutors are increasingly being used in
K-12 classrooms to help teachers more effectively personalize instruction [62].
Our workflow focuses on improving the on-demand hints in the software, as shown in Fig. 1.

When using the AI tutor, students can ask for hints when they get stuck. Hints of this type are
given by the system at the student’s request[60]. The hint suggests what to do next and explains
why that is a good thing to do in terms of underlying problem-solving principles. Hints of this
type are assumed to help students enhance their understanding of key concepts and principles
(e.g.,[2, 4, 5]) and reduce floundering during problem solving [3]. To reduce students’ wheel-spinning
or unproductive struggle [6], the existing hints in this particular system have the answer to each
step as the last hint level, sometimes referred to as “bottom-out hint”.

The AI-tutor’s existing hints were authored by an experienced researcher in the area of intelligent
tutoring systems (ITS), whose goal was to create hints that are context-sensitive (adaptive to
students’ current input in the systems), concise, emphasizing underlying algebra rules and helpful
for learning. With these hints, this particular AI-tutor (Lynnette) has been scientifically proven to
improve students’ equation-solving skills through several classroom studies [31, 48, 70].However,
classroom studies reveal that teachers using the AI tutor still often wish they could make edits to
customize the existing hints [32, 33], suggesting certain teacher needs are left unmet by them, and
opportunities for further hint improvement and customization.

(a) (b)

Fig. 1. Left: An example hint level in the math AI tutor (Lynnette). Right: An example problem state.

3.3 Study Overview
We developed Timic, an expert-guided crowdsourcing pipeline for instructional materials improve-
ment and customization (Fig. 2). To answer our research questions, we conducted two studies in
which teachers guided the crowd to improve AI-tutor’s existing hints, in a generic (Study 1) or
customized way (Study 2). Specifically, in Study 1 crowdworkers revised the hints based on feedback
from multiple experts (thus their revision is generic), while in Study 2, the crowd revised the hints
based on feedback from a single expert (such that their revision is customized). In the Timic pipeline,
experts and crowdworkers participated by completing surveys online (implemented in Qualtrics).
We next introduce the four stages in the pipeline.

3.4 Stage 1: Guide
In Stage 1 (Fig. 3, left), teachers acted as expert facilitators and provided ratings and comments on
the existing hints, to be used in later stages as guidance for the crowd to perform the revisions. To
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Fig. 2. Timic - Teacher-guided crowdsourcing workflow for instructional materials (AI-tutor hints) revision.

familiarize teachers with the AI tutor, they were shown how the tutor works (partly shown in Fig. 1,
left), and asked to try out the system for themselves. Teachers then read, rated, and commented
on five sets of AI-tutor’s existing hints presented in a random sequence, corresponding to 5 math
problem states (Fig. 1, right). The five problem states and hints were selected to exemplify major
teachers’ critiques documented in previous classroom studies [32]. Subsequently, teachers wrote
their own preferred version hint for each problem state, and completed four open-ended questions
about their preferences for how AI-tutor hints should be authored.

Fig. 3. Left: Stage 1. teachers rated(a) and commented(b) on existing hints; Right: In stage 2, crowdworkers
read teachers’ guidance and listed changes teachers want to see and merit to keep in the hints to be revised

3.5 Stage 2: Parse and Extract
In Stage 2, crowdworkers read teachers’ guidance, which included comments on how the hints can
be improved and/or ratings of the hints effectiveness in helping students learn equation solving.
Based on the guidance, crowds then listed out changes to make and merits to keep in existing hints
(Fig. 3, right).

3.6 Stage 3: Revise
Stage 3 happened in the same online survey as Stage 2, in the same Human Intelligence Task (HIT).
In this stage, MTurkers wrote or revised hints, for each of the five math problem states (Fig. 4, left).
Researchers approved the HIT completed in good faith, and rejected HITs that did not contain any
proper hints. Unqualified hints included random input, copy-pasting materials, or mere answers to
the questions without any explanation (i.e. it was acceptable for the hint to contain a bottom-out
answer as the last level, if it included some math explanation or guidance.)

3.7 Stage 4: Filtering
Similar to community upvote [21], we implemented a stage for quality control of crowdwork. In
this stage, new MTurkers rated the crowd-generated or crowd-revised hints on three dimensions: 1)
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Fig. 4. Left: Interface for crowd to write/revise hints; Right: Metric used for hint evaluation in 2 studies.

mathematical correctness/ accuracy, 2) ease of understanding, and 3) anticipated effectiveness in
helping students learn (Fig. 4, right). The design of this question sequence was inspired by prior
crowdsourcing research [24, 27, 39]). We started with more objective questions with verifiable
answers (e.g., rating hints’ correctness), to give workers more familiarity with the materials. This
might in turn help them to do better, subsequently, on the more subjective portion (rating hints’
effectiveness) [10, 39]. A seven-point Likert scale was adopted, with the minimum and maximum
value being 1 and 7. Additionally, crowdworkers were asked to justify why they rated a certain set
the highest, as research shows this might reduce gaming behaviors [22, 28]. Each hint received
evaluations from 8-12 crowdworkers. We assigned the mean of all MTurkers’ ratings to each set of
generated hints as overall evaluation. We then Researchers then selected one set of highest-rated
hints from each crowd-produced condition, for expert evaluation. For the filtered hints selected, no
full copy-paste behaviors were observed.

3.8 Initial Scaffolds for Crowdworkers
We embedded the following scaffolds in the survey, before crowdworkers started the revision tasks.

AI tutor tutorial and simulated system demo.
To familiarize workers with the AI tutor, we provided a tutorial that walked them through

how students interact with the tutor (partially shown in Fig 1, left). Furthermore, crowdworkers
were then asked to try out the system themselves (embedded in the survey). Crowdworkers were
instructed to trigger hints in the AI-tutor, and answer a question about the tutor’s hints (i.e. “Please
write the first three words of any second-level hint”).

Goals and task-specific principles. Crowdworkers were instructed about the twofold goal of
revising hints: they should not only help learners make progress with the current step in equation
solving, but also help learners build general equation-solving skills. Workers were also instructed
that the hints they write should be clear, concise and easy to read.

4 STUDY 1- GENERIC HINT IMPROVEMENT
4.1 Experiment Design, Participants, Procedure
Study 1 addresses RQ1, RQ2 and RQ3, and aims to answer the following sub research questions:
RQ1. Can an expert-guided crowd revision pipeline improve upon AI-tutor’s existing hints, while
saving experts’ time?

RQ1.1. Does it take less time for experts to guide MTurkers to revise hints than to make the
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revisions themselves?
RQ1.2. In terms of expert satisfaction, do crowdsourced generic revised hints (with minimal

expert guidance) improve the AI-tutor’s existing hints?
RQ2. How does an expert-guided crowd revision condition compare to other comparison condi-
tions?
RQ2.1. Is crowd revision (with minimal experts guidance) better than the crowd’s from-scratch

generation, in terms of expert satisfaction?
RQ2.2. Is crowd revision (with minimal experts guidance) better than average expert-revised

hints, in terms of expert satisfaction?
RQ3.What minimal expert guidance is needed for crowdworkers to perform the revision tasks?
RQ3.1. Does the combination of expert ratings and expert comments on the to-be-revised hints,

facilitate crowd revisions more than expert ratings only?

Participants. For Stage 1 (Guide), we recruited 76 math teachers from an online teacher forum
who had taught equation solving from an online teacher forum. Among these teachers, 24 had
taught equation solving at the middle school level, 7 at the high school level, and 22 at multiple
levels including middle school, high school, higher education and others. More than 80% had more
than 4 years of teaching experience, with the majority having 10 years or more. Teachers were paid
a $6 USD Amazon Gift Card for the 10 - 20 minute survey, and were entered in a raffle to win an
additional $40 USD. The 76 teachers produced 53 valid responses. We excluded responses that did
not contain valid hints, for example copy-pasting given materials, or random input such as "0".

We recruited 41 (for Stage 2 and 3) and 105 (for Stage 4) crowdworkers from Amazon Mechanical
Turk. They were paid $3 USD for a HIT completed, a survey that we estimated would take 15 -
25 minutes. (The estimate turned out to be accurate: the survey for Stage 2 took MTurkers on
average 21.5 minutes, and the survey for stage 3 took them on average 18.4 minutes.) We restricted
participation to US-based, adult MTurkers with a HIT approval rate of 98% or above and more than
1000 HITs approved. Beyond basic literacy, we required the crowdworkers to have some familiarity
with middle school (grade 6 - 8) math algebra (which we assumed most adult MTurkers in the US
would have). Whether this knowledge would be sufficient to complete the revision task was an
open question our study aims to find out.
For pipeline evaluation (arrow at the bottom of Fig. 2), we recruited new math teachers (n =

87) from the same teacher forum to rate the revised hints, using the metrics in Fig. 4 (right). The
teachers’ demographic was similar to that recruited for Stage 1. 27 of them teach equation solving in
middle school, 22 at high school, 5 in higher education, and 33 at multiple levels. 80.5% of teachers
had more than 4 years of teaching experience, with 37% of them (N = 32) having taught for 10 years
or more.

Methods. Study 1 had 2 experimental conditions and 3 comparison conditions. The condi-
tions were: 1) From-Scratch Generation Condition (baseline comparison) where MTurkers
received no existing hints or teacher guidance, and wrote hints from scratch; 2) Rating Only Re-
vision Condition (experimental) where MTurkers received multiple teachers’ ratings of exiting
AI-tutor hints; 3) Rating + Comment Revision Condition (experimental) where MTurkers
received multiple teachers’ ratings and comments on AI-tutor’s existing hints. We also had two
conditions that did not go through any pipeline stage or involve MTurkers, but primarily served
as comparison groups: 4) Randomly Selected Teacher-written Hints (comparison) that con-
tained hints written by randomly selected teacher experts, and 5) AI-tutor’s existing Hints
Condition (comparison) which contained the original hints from the AI-tutor.
Study 1 followed the four-stage workflow. The main manipulation took place in stages 2 and 3

of the workflow, where we adopted a within-subjects design: Every crowdworker completed five
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Problem state and
AI-Tutor’s Existing Hints

Example of one set of
high-quality

crowd-revised hints

Example teachers
comments on
crowd-revised

hints

Teacher
rating

Original hints:
1. You have constants on both
sides: 5 on the left and 6 on
the right. How can you have
all constants on the left and
no constants on the right?
2. How can you get rid of 6
on the right side?
3. Subtract 6 from both sides.
4. Write 5 - 6 on the left.

1. You have constants on both sides:
5 on the left and 6 on the right.
We want to get all the constants on
one side. How do we do this?
2. Let’s get the constants together
on one side of the equation: what
should you do with the 6?
3. Let’s get that X alone on the
right side. Remember that
whatever you do on the right
side you also have to do on the left.
(Rating + Comment Revision
condition)

T13: “Again, I would have
started by moving the
variable to the left, but
these are good, reasonable,
clear hints”

T52: “Third hint is perfect.
This is how I state it in
my class

5.77
out of
7

Table 1. Example of highly-rated crowd-revised hints and expert feedback.

problem states, and for each problem state, we randomly assigned the given crowdworker to one of
three conditions 1, 2, or 3, taking advantage of Qualtrics’ randomization feature and branch logic.
With a total of 41 crowdworkers (stages 2 and 3), randomization ensured that each condition had
12 - 14 crowdworkers. In stage 3, 105 workers rated all crowd-produced hints to filter the top-rated
ones for expert evaluation.

Measures. As dependent measures, we used the mean of the teacher ratings of the hints’
effectiveness in helping students learn, as a proxy for teachers’ satisfaction of hints, on the basis
that a key goal for hints in tutoring software is to help students learn the equation solving. Given
our pipeline goal is to increase teacher satisfaction, teachers’ ratings were used as a proxy for hint
quality. For each of the five problem states, teachers rated five sets of hints (in the five conditions)
in a random sequence. The hints in condition 1,2 and 3 were the 15 filtered ones (5 problem states ×
3 crowd conditions). Teachers could optionally leave feedback on hints they rated. Table one shows
one set of crowd-revised hints and example feedback experts left on it, as well as teachers’ average
rating.

4.2 Results
To see if giving guidance to crowdworkers took experts less time than doing the revisions themselves
(RQ1.1), we calculated the time it took for teachers to rate, comment on, and revise the hints, using
the log data from the survey platform. Averaging across the five problem states, it took teachers
37.2 seconds to read and rate a set of hints for a given problem state, an additional 57.6 seconds to
comment on the hints, and an additional 145.6 seconds to rewrite them (Fig. 5, left). We measured
the time taken for each activity (read+rate, comment, and re-write) separately, using the time
logged by Qualtrics (the survey platform). Separate time measurement was possible because each
activity was in a separate page in the survey. Our experiment showed it took teachers less time to
guide workers to do revision tasks than to do the revisions themselves (𝑀 = 37.2 vs. 57.6 vs. 145.6,
𝑆𝐷 = 9.36 vs. 9.86 vs. 23.22, 𝑑 𝑓 = 52, 𝑝 < 0.001), regardless of whether the guidance was in form of
rating, commenting, or rating and commenting combined.
We performed a one-way ANOVA comparing teacher satisfaction for hints in five conditions.

There is a significant main effect of among hints in five conditions, 𝐹 (4, 1911) = 18.91, 𝑝 < 0.001. To
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Fig. 5. Left: Average time taken for teacher experts to rate, comment or write hints in seconds; Right: Expert
evaluation result of Study 1

answerRQ1.2, we conducted post hoc paired t-tests1 comparing AI-tutor’s existing hints (condition
5) with crowd-revised hints (condition 2 and 3). Results showed, although crowdworkers’ revised
hints were better-rated than the original ones, the improvement was not significant after Bonferroni
correction (adjusted alpha level: 0.005), for either the Rating Only Revision condition (𝑀 = 4.92 vs.
4.79, 𝑆𝐷 = 1.64 vs. 1.65, 𝑑 𝑓 = 86, 𝑝 = 0.29), or the Rating + Comment Revision condition (𝑀 = 5.00
vs. 4.79, 𝑆𝐷 = 1.74 vs. 1.65, 𝑑 𝑓 = 86, 𝑝 = 0.08).

Con1: From-scratch
Generation

Con2: Rating Only
Crowd Revision

Con3: Rating +
Comments Revision

Con4:Teacher-
written hints

Con5: Existing
AI-tutor Hints

4.02 ± 1.88 4.92 ± 1.64 5.00 ± 1.74 4.67 ± 1.83 4.79 ± 1.65
Table 2. Mean and Standard Deviation (SD) for each hint condition evaluated in Study 1

To answer RQ2.1, we conducted post hoc tests comparing crowd-revised hints (conditions 2
and 3) to the crowd’s from-scratch generation (condition 1). The crowd-revised hints were better
than hints crowd generated from scratch, for either forms of the minimal guidance the crowd
received: the Rating Only Revision Condition (𝑀 = 4.92 vs. 4.02, 𝑆𝐷 = 1.64 vs. 1.88, 𝑑 𝑓 = 86,
𝑝 < 0.0001) and Rating + Comment Revision Condition (𝑀 = 5.00 vs. 4.02, 𝑆𝐷 = 1.74 vs. 1.88,
𝑑 𝑓 = 86, 𝑝 < 0.0001). It’s worth noting that for the crowd-revised hints evaluated, no full copy-
paste behaviors were observed and substantial revisions were made in each set. To answer RQ2.2,
we compared randomly selected teacher-written hints (condition 4) with the two crowd revisions
(conditions 2 and 3). Surprisingly, the crowd-revised hints in the Rating + Comment Revision
condition were higher-rated than hints generated by randomly selected math teachers (𝑀 = 4.67
vs. 5.00, 𝑆𝐷 = 1.83 vs. 1.74, 𝑑 𝑓 = 86, 𝑝 < 0.001). The crowd-revised hints in Rating Only Revision
condition were rated more highly than teacher-written hints, but the difference was not significant
(𝑀 = 4.67 vs. 4.92, 𝑆𝐷 = 1.83 vs. 1.64, 𝑑 𝑓 = 86, 𝑝 = 0.06). To investigate if experts’ comments
facilitated revisions by the crowd over and above experts’ ratings only (RQ3.1), we compared
1Throughout the paper, post hoc statistical tests are two-tailed independent sample t-tests. We assume equal variance in
t-tests if the population are the same population (teachers), and unequal variance if not.
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the teacher satisfaction of crowd-revised hints in condition 2 and 3, and there was no significant
difference observed (𝑀 = 4.92 vs. 5.00, 𝑆𝐷 = 1.73 vs. 1.64, 𝑑 𝑓 = 86, 𝑝 = 0.48).

4.3 Discussion of Study 1 Result
Our results show that it took teachers less time to provide minimal guidance to the crowd (in the
form of ratings and comments) than to revise the hints themselves. While such minimal guidance,
together with the hints to be revised, helped crowdworkers produce revised hints that were better
than when they generated hints from scratch, this minimal guidance was not adequate for the
crowd to improve on AI-tutor’s existing hints (of relatively good quality already). Nor did we see
that the addition of expert comments could scaffold the workers over and above expert ratings.

We did, however, find that with one form of expert guidance (comments+ratings), crowd-revised
hints (filtered) were of higher quality than randomly-selected expert-writtened hints. We see two
possible explanations for this result: 1) crowdworkers, given multiple teachers’ comments, were able
to tailor the hint content toward a wider range of preferences of the teacher evaluators, whereas
a randomly selected math teacher did not have this advantage, and/or 2) the filtering stage in
the crowd pipeline effectively selected out high-quality crowd-revised hints. The findings suggest
that when there is a practical, real-world need to improve materials to satisfy experts, adopting a
minimally-expert-guided pipeline with quality control (e.g., filtering) may be a better solution than
randomly choosing one member from the group of experts to revise the materials, both in terms of
revision quality (i.e., expert satisfaction) and time efficiency (i.e., time savings for experts).

4.4 Analyzing teacher preferences - how much do they differ?
One factor that might limit the effectiveness of crowdsourced generic hint revisions is possible
variability in teachers’ preferences. If teachers have different or conflicting preferences for hint
content, then, under the generic approach to hint revision that was the subject of Study 1, a crowd-
worker might receive conflicting comments regarding how to improve the hints for a given problem
state. As a result, the crowdworker might be unsure where to go with the revisions2. We therefore
analyzed whether teachers demonstrate varying preferences (RQ4.1), to help answer whether
customization in AI-based educational software can increase teachers’ satisfaction (RQ4).

RQ4.1 Are teachers’ preferences on hints in AI-tutor homogeneous or diverse?
We first analyzed whether teachers’ hint preferences converge or diverge, using their survey

responses (𝑛 = 51) regarding four aspects of math hints for an AI-tutor namely: 1) the proper
length of hints, 2) how conceptual or procedural hints should be, 3) whether hints should contain
answers, and 4) whether hints should adapt to students’ strategy. As shown in Fig. 6 (upper part),
teachers were relatively aligned in their preference for conceptual hints over procedural ones, and
their preference for hints that adapt to student strategies versus not. They had more divergent
preferences on the two other dimensions (hints’ length, whether hints contain bottom-out answers)
(Fig. 6, lower part).

Furthermore, from teachers’ comments on the AI-tutor’s existing hints, we found that teachers
not only have different views on how hints should be authored, but sometimes conflicting ones. For
example, whereas some teachers prefer hints to be longer and give more detailed explanations (e.g.,
T13, T29), some prefer them to be shorter as they think students do not like to read much (e.g., T6,
T11); whereas many teachers prefer hints that use mathematically accurate terminologies (e.g., T17,

2Due to randomization and limitation in Qualtrics, we were unable to track which five comments each crowdworker
received.
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Fig. 6. Teachers’ preferences on hints: preference that align (upper) and those that differ (lower)

T22), many prefer simpler language (e.g., T9,T20); whereas many teachers think having answers in
hints does not help students develop transferable skills (e.g., T24, T47), some think it does (e.g., T23).
Additionally, some teachers had idiosyncratic preferences that seem hard to satisfy without

customization. For example, they can be very specific about how long hints should be (“The first hint
should probably be 2-3 sentences at most. Any more than that & most students won’t even bother to read
it. The rest of the hints should be 1 sentence.” (T17)), or how conceptual they should be (“The first hint
should be more conceptual, but the second hint should be more procedural but with some conceptual in
it and the last hint pure procedural.” (T2)). These results show teachers can have different, highly
specific and even conflicting preferences regarding math hints in AI-based educational software.
Thus, teacher customization of instructional materials may be important for satisfying the varying
and nuanced preferences of end-users (teachers) in this context.

5 STUDY 2- CUSTOMIZED HINT IMPROVEMENT
5.1 Motivation
Since we found teachers can have varied, highly specific, or even conflicting hint preferences,
non-customized, generic fixes (i.e., fixes that try to address comments from multiple teachers at the
same time) may not cater to everyone’s taste. We conducted study 2 to investigate if “customized”
hints by crowdworkers (i.e., hints revised based on a single teacher’s guidance) can lead to greater
teacher satisfaction. This experiment targeted the following research questions:

RQ1. Can an expert-guided crowd revision pipeline improve upon an AI-tutor’s existing hints,
while saving experts’ time?

RQ1.3. In terms of teacher satisfaction, do crowdsourced customized revisions improve the
AI-tutor’s existing hints?
RQ4. Can customization of instructional materials in AI-based educational software improve
teachers’ satisfaction?
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RQ4.2. In terms of teacher satisfaction, how do teachers’ own revised hints compare to the
AI-tutor’s existing hints?

5.2 Experiment Design, Participants, Procedure
Participants. In this experiment, hints were customized for a subset (n = 18) of the math teachers
in Study 1. These teachers were selected as they had indicated in Study 1 that they would be
willing to participate in a follow-up study. We also recruited 335 new US-based, adult MTurkers
to customize hints (Stage 2 and 3) and performed quality control (Stage 4), each paid $3 USD for
one HIT completed, for a survey estimated to take 15 - 25 minutes. Post-study analysis showed the
estimation was accurate (Stage 2 takes 22.4 minute and Stage 3 takes 19.1 minute on average).

Procedure. We assigned anonymous IDs to the 18 participating teachers, and labelled the data
with these IDs, to make sure each teacher would later receive hint revisions customized specifically
for them (i.e., crowd-revised hints based only on their guidance). The workflow largely emulates
Study 1. The main difference was that in Study 2, each worker received only one teacher’s guidance
(in the form of rating + comments), instead of multiple as in Study 1. The customized revisions
similarly went through a filtering stage, where each set of hints was rated by 8-12 MTurkers on
their correctness, ease of understanding, and effectiveness in supporting student learning (Fig. 4).
We averaged the MTurkers’ ratings for each set of hints. We then selected 90 top-rated customized
hint sets (5 problem states × 18 teachers), and sent them to the 18 teachers for evaluation. We
received 12 teacher responses. For each problem state, each teacher rated six sets of hints in a
random sequence. The six sets were: three of the conditions in Study 1 (Conditions 1,2 and,3), 4)
the given teacher’s own revised hints (comparison), 5) the AI-tutor’s Existing Hints (comparison)
and 6) the new crowd-customized hints condition (experimental). Our main goal was to compare
teachers’ satisfaction with the crowd-customized hints, the AI-tutor’s existing hints and their own
revised hints (i.e., hints sets 4, 5, and 6).

5.3 Results
Fig. 7 shows teachers’ average rating on all sources of hints. RQ1.3, RQ4.2 involve comparison
among three sources of hints (customized, AI-tutor’s existing hints, teachers’ own revised hints).
We conducted a one-way ANOVA and observed a significant main effect among the sources of
hints, 𝐹 (2, 162) = 12.53, 𝑝 < 0.001. A post hoc test showed that,in the eyes of teachers for whom
the hints were customized, the customized hints did not improve on the AI-tutor’s existing hints
(𝑀 = 4.25 vs. 4.36, 𝑆𝐷 = 1.77 vs. 1.68, 𝑑 𝑓 = 11, 𝑝 = 0.74).

Fig. 7. Teacher evaluation for hints in Study 2
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In a second pairwise test, we found that teachers perceive their own hints to be better than
the AI-tutor’s existing hints (RQ4.2) (𝑀 = 5.68 vs. 4.36, 𝑆𝐷 = 1.22 vs. 1.68, 𝑑 𝑓 = 11, 𝑝 < 0.001).
Additional comparisons showed that teachers perceived their own revised hints to be better than
any of the other five sources of hints (𝑝 < 0.001). Analyzing the 24 teacher comments left on their
own revised hints, we found no evidence that they recognized which sets of hints were revisions
made by themselves two months prior. This finding was not unexpected, as hints were presented
in random sequence, and could bear considerable resemblance to each other.

5.4 Study 2 Discussion
Study 2 found that teachers perceived hints written by themselves to be better and more satisfying
than the AI-tutor’s existing hints, but that they did not perceive the crowd-produced customized
hints as improving on original hints. This finding indicates that there is room for improvement in the
AI-tutor’s existing hints. It suggests that customizing hints for teachers may, in principle, achieve
higher satisfaction with the hints in principle, although customizing by crowds with minimal
guidance, as in our study, did not achieve this goal. Interestingly, although teachers preferred their
own written hints to any other sources of hints, their comments on their own edits from 2 months
prior were not uniformly positive: About half of them (45%) contained some degree of critique to
their own edits (Appendix A.2).

6 CHALLENGES IN REVISING MATH AI-TUTOR HINTS
Our two studies did not find that minimal guidance can help crowds to improve on the AI tutor’s
existing hints, regardless of whether the guidance was used for generic improvement (study 1) or
customized improvement (study 2). In order to guide future iterations on the crowd pipeline design,
we wanted to understand what might lead to this result and what challenges exist in the workflow
(cf. [46]) (RQ5). To do so, we analyzed experts’ feedback on the crowd’s revisions.

Qualitative Content Analysis. Two HCI graduate students conducted qualitative content
analysis [14] to systematically describe and categorize experts’ opinions on the AI tutor’s existing
hints and the crowd-revised hints, and to see whether the experts’ initial critiques were properly
addressed. Researchers coded 692 teacher comments, including 130 from the Rating Only Revision
condition (Study 1), 153 from the Rating + Comment Revision condition (Study 1), 29 from the
Customized Revision condition (Study 2), and 380 on the AI tutor’s existing hints.

Coding for each condition followed the same procedure, we here illustrate the analysis process
taking the Customized Revision condition as an example. Firstly, coders reviewed each entry multiple
times and inductively synthesized teachers’ comments into higher-level codes. Coders iteratively
reviewed existing codes for common, prominent themes that emerged, and went through a data
reduction process (e.g., by dropping codes that appeared only once in the dataset). This process
yielded a total of 29 recurring mid-level themes. Researchers then combined similar codes and
converged on high-level themes, which were reviewed and agreed upon by each coder. Across all
conditions, 7-9 high-level themes representing teachers’ most prominent opinions for each hint
source emerged.

Data Triangulation. Triangulation refers to the use of multiple methods or data sources to
develop a comprehensive understanding of phenomena, and is a qualitative research strategy
to test validity through the convergence of information from different sources [14, 56, 69]. We
compared teachers’ main opinions across different conditions, to explore what complaints are
common across multiple conditions and what are specific to one. Our goal was to see which
complaints crowdworkers successfully resolved, which complaints crowdworkers failed to resolve,
and what types of new problems crowdworkers introduced, if any. The results of this analysis are
shown in Tables 3 and Table 4, organized by condition.
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Hint Source Experts’ Complaints

Teachers think hint should

Existing Tutor
Hints
And
Crowd-
sourced
Revision

O1. Ask conceptual questions and scaffold students to reach answers on their own.
O2. Explain why certain moves are appropriate.
O3. Mention the ultimate goal and intent for solving this problem.
O4. Use more proper, mathematically accurate language.
O5. Address the highlighted step students are currently on.
O6. Use notations students and teachers are familiar with.
O7. Use simple language to avoid overwhelming struggling students.
Table 3. Triangulation result - experts’ complaints that persist.

Hint Source Experts’ complaints
Teachers do not like hints that:

Crowd-
sourced
Revision

Rating
Only
Revision

O8. Skip steps or stuff too many steps in one level because it
might overwhelm students.
O9. Seem hasty and rushed (in particular the later levels of the
sequence).

Rating +
Comment
Revision

O10. Stay at an abstract level. They want hints to be gradually
specific and more procedural.
O11. Miss important information which may lead to confusion
or misconception.
O12. Contain typo, inaccurate or incorrect expressions in hints.

Customized
Revision O13. Are unclear or do not make sense.

Teachers think hints should:

Existing Hints
in AI-tutor

O14. delay giving answers after more scaffolding, or not give
answers at all.
O15. Be more flexible and contextualized, and allow students to
choose answer sequences, skip steps or use other valid strategies.

Table 4. Triangulation result - experts complaints specific to each source of hint.

6.1 Complaints that the crowd failed to resolve
O1 - 7 in Table 3 are complaints that the crowdwere unsuccessful in fixing (as indicated by complaints
that persist and exist on both the original and crowd-revised hints). These include, teachers want
hints to ask conceptual questions and scaffold students (O1), mention the ultimate goal(O3), use
mathematically accurate language (O4), and notations teachers and students are familiar with (O5).
These usually demand domain knowledge as well as ability to contextualize the complaints. Despite
their general familiarity with the task domain, the crowd may lack (or fail to recall) the necessary
content and pedagogical knowledge needed to address these complaints.

6.2 Complaints that the crowd resolved
O14 - 15 in Table 4 were complaints that the crowd appears to have been successful in resolving (i.e.,
teacher complaints that exist only on the original materials but not on crowd-revised materials). As
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an example, a common teacher complaint on the AI tutor’s existing hints is that they gave answers
at the last hint level (so-called "bottom-out hints") (O14). Crowdworkers were quite successful in
resolving this issue, by removing last hint level and/or rewording to avoid giving answers directly.

6.3 Complaints that were newly introduced by the crowd
The O8 - O13 in Table 4 were “new” issues that experts found in crowd-revised hints, (i.e., complaints
that exist only in the crowd-revised hints, but not in the AI tutor’s existing hints). These represent
areas where crowdworkers may have made hints “worse”, in teachers’ eyes, than the original ones.
The most prevalent newly-introduced critiques related to hints’ clarity (O13), consistency (O8, O11),
concreteness (O10), and mathematical accuracy (O12).

7 DISCUSSION
7.1 Findings from the Two Experimental Studies
Our two studies tested the effectiveness of an expert-guided crowd revision pipeline, with the goal
of increasing teacher satisfaction with an AI tutoring system’s hints, while minimizing teachers’
time input. We found that generating minimal guidance for crowds took teachers less time than
revising the hints themselves, indicating that minimally-guided crowdsourcing has the potential to
save teachers time. With minimal guidance, the crowdsourced pipeline generates hint revisions
that (in terms of teacher satisfaction) were better than two comparison conditions: (1) hints written
from scratch by the crowd (with filtering), and (2) hints written by randomly selected teachers.
However, the crowd’s hint revisions did not improve upon the original hints.

In addition, we found that teachers strongly preferred their own revisions over revisions by the
crowd or those by AI-tutor researchers, and they rated only their own revisions as improving on
the original. However, teachers did not view revisions made by other teachers as improvements,
even if they viewed their own revisions as improvements, suggesting that improvement in the eyes
of experts may require customization to their (differing) preferences.

Further analysis revealed that teachers had highly stringent and specific requirements for hints,
which made it hard for crowds to revise hints according to teachers’ specifications without in-
troducing new problems. The crowd faced challenges in understanding the experts’ brief written
comments and in implementing them in the form of effective edits, without raising new concerns
among teachers. Teachers indicated that hints revised by crowdworkers tend to introduce new
issues in terms of clarity, inconsistencies (e.g., skipping steps), and mathematical inaccuracies.
Future pipelines targeting revision tasks should explore how additional scaffolding might mitigate
such issues.
In sum, our results indicate a clear need to customize AI tutors’ hints to individual teachers’

preferences, as well as the potential for a crowd pipeline to save teachers’ time. Our results provide
a modicum of support for minimally-guided crowd revision, given that it improves upon both fully-
crowd-generated hints or hints generated by randomly-selected teachers. However, our findings
highlight the need for more elaborate scaffolds in the pipeline that help supplement the crowd’s
prior math knowledge with specific knowledge of teachers’ requirements for adaptively-provided
hints. The pipeline we have described is experimental, but part of the larger goal is to embed it
economically in the regular infrastructure of classrooms using AI-based tutoring software. For
example, we envision that such teacher-guided crowd pipelines for hint customization could be
useful for educational technology companies who serve diverse teachers and students across a
wide range of instructional content.
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7.2 Challenges in Expert-guided Crowd-Revision Pipelines
Prior research shows that crowds can contribute high quality educational content, even in task
domains that are similar to ours, (e.g., math word problems [1, 10], hints [10] and math tutorial
videos [73]). Prior work also shows that crowds can succeed in writing tasks with expert guidance
[9, 21, 34]. Most of these workflows focus on content generation tasks. This distinction between
revision and generation is rarely made in the literature on crowdsourcing, but our experiments
show that revision tasks may present unique challenges in designing minimally-guided crowd
pipelines. Below, we outline three main challenges that we identified for such minimally-guided
crowd pipelines targeting revision tasks, and provide insight regarding how future pipelines might
overcome these challenges.

7.2.1 Challenge 1: Communicating Experts’ Nuanced Preferences to the Crowd. One major challenge
is to sufficiently communicate experts’ preferences to the crowd. Experts’ nuanced preferences may
not be adequately conveyed through minimal guidance – at least, not in a manner easily digestible
by crowdworkers. One design challenge for future work is to capture experts’ explicit and implicit
beliefs, and effectively communicate them to the crowd, without taking up too much of experts’
time. One possible approach is the design of brief expert "preference profiles" that capture essential
dimensions relevant to crowdworkers’ tasks (a mockup is shown in appendix A.1). The current
study provides a starting point for understanding what dimensions might exist in a profile for
teacher hint revision, by uncovering features that teachers care about particularly strongly (see
Sections 4.4 and 6). If experts’ preferences turn out to be highly context-specific or likely to evolve
over time, such profiles could benefit from being easily updated or expanded.

7.2.2 Challenge 2: Help Crowd Develop Relevant Knowledge for Revision Tasks. Another key chal-
lenge is helping the crowd learn the domain and pedagogical content knowledge needed to produce
effective revisions. Explaining the underlying rationales behind the problem-solving procedures
requires different knowledge than solving the problem itself. In our study, we see considerable
variance in crowdworkers’ abilities to generate such educational explanations. While some crowd-
workers seemed comfortable (e.g., “Fun study. I enjoyed it.” (C21)), others considered the task very
difficult (e.g., “This was really hard, I am terrible at math. I hope I did okay” (C3). In light of com-
ments like these, one design challenge is to help crowdworkers recall or learn relevant domain
knowledge and pedagogical content knowledge. While not the focus of the current work, future
pipelines might explore how to effectively help novice workers acquire at least a baseline level of
such knowledge in a relatively short amount of time. For example, future research could consider
displaying contrasting examples of hint features (e.g., conceptual and procedural hints), having
crowdworkers review experts’ examples [18], or embedding a checklist of experts’ gold standard
[34], as learning or performance aid. The expert preferences uncovered in this work can provide an
excellent foundation for creating instructional materials for the crowd.

7.2.3 Challenge 3: Prevent Crowdworkers from Introducing New Issues. Finally, it can be challenging
for crowdworkers to avoid introducing new issues, in the process of addressing expert critiques.
Unlike in content-generation tasks where crowdworkers generate materials wholesale, in revision
tasks crowdworkers need to carefully weigh what to keep and what to change in existing materials.
In a revision pipeline, successful task performance requires the crowd to 1) comprehend the existing
materials, 2) comprehend and contextualize expert guidance regarding desired changes, and 3)
address the expert-identified issues without inadvertently removing merits or raising new issues.
One risk, for example, is that crowdworkers may over-correct in their revisions. In our work, one
critique from experts of the existing hints is that they are not adequately conceptual. However,
some crowdworkers may have over-corrected as they tried to address this critique. A few experts
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subsequently complained that the revised hints were too abstract, and should be more procedural
(“Hints should be more specific by the third [hint] level” (T49)). Future pipeline designs could explore
methods to prevent crowdworkers from introducing new issues on clarity, correctness, consistency
and concreteness as in our study.

To tackle these challenges, more scaffolding and practice is likely needed, but providing the crowd
with (immediate) feedback may be especially helpful. For example, one possible approach may be
to build an adaptive tutoring system that provides training for the crowd. Such a tutoring system
could include immediate feedback on the requirements for generic material revision, and could
also potentially embed expert preferences (e.g., taking inspirations from the teachers’ preferences
uncovered in the current studies as a starting point) for customized material revision.

7.3 Implications for Future Work
We briefly summarize the implications of our findings for future work in CSCW. We argue that (1)
future expert-guided crowdsourcing tasks should seek to concisely capture experts’ explicit and
implicit preferences; (2) tasks that crowdsource explanations should help the crowd gain relevant
pedagogical content knowledge needed to produce useful explanations, not just content knowledge;
and (3) for tasks targeting revision / customization, scaffolds must be designed to prevent the crowd
from inadvertently introducing new issues in the process of addressing old ones, or from rendering
existing materials incoherent through their revisions.
The materials that our pipeline targets are math hints in AI-based tutoring systems, which are

adaptive and contextual to students’ input (e.g., contrary to static, paper-based math worksheet).
We expect that the insights presented in this work will generalize beyond our specific context (i.e.
the revision/customization of adaptive mathematical hints in AI-based tutoring software), and can
also inform the design of expert-guided crowdsourcing pipelines for short, contextual materials in
other educational software and feedback systems (e.g., [13]). Much as intelligent tutoring systems
provide students with adaptive help in the form of on-demand hints, these feedback systems may
similarly provide users with context-sensitive help, such as contextual feedback when users are
writing emails or coding a program.

8 CONCLUSIONS
In sum, our work contributes an empirical study to test the feasibility of a teacher-guided crowd-
sourcing pipeline for improving and customizing instructional materials, with the goal of increasing
teachers’ satisfaction while minimizing their time input. To our knowledge, our study is the first to
explore the effectiveness of minimal forms of expert guidance, to support generic crowdworkers in
educational content revision/customization tasks. We experimented with two forms of minimal
expert guidance explored in this work and contributed analysis and insight regarding where addi-
tional scaffolding is most needed. By delving into a case where a crowd revision pipeline did not
ultimately improve upon the original materials, this research responds to recent calls in CSCW,
HCI, and educational technology for greater reporting of null and negative results to avoid “file
drawer” effects in the literature.
Our study shows that experts’ preferences for hints in educational software can vary consider-

ably, and that there are opportunities to increase experts’ satisfaction by tailoring hints to their
preferences. However, the design of such expert-crowd revision pipelines need to overcome a
number of specific challenges, including 1) adequately capturing experts’ explicit and implicit
preferences and communicating these to crowdworkers, 2) helping the crowd learn relevant content
and pedagogical knowledge, and 3) ensuring coherence in revision tasks and preventing the crowd
from introducing new issues. While we cannot say that overcoming these three challenges alone
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will be sufficient to produce a successful crowd revision pipeline, our work suggests that these may
be enabling conditions.
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A APPENDIX
A.1 System mock-up showing teachers’ preference in a multi-dimensional profile

Fig. 8. Sample system showing teachers’ preference in a multi-dimensional profile.

A.2 Teachers’ comments on hints edited by themselves 2 months prior

Examples of Positive Comments Examples of Negative Comments

“I like the use of questions”(T3-PS1).
“It’s not a hard problem. This is ample scaffolding”
(T3-PS2).
“Much better. Promotes understanding of the process
and uses mathematical terminology” (T6-PS1).
“The hint do a good job of defining vocabulary, when
necessary. It also clearly separates hints by one step
at a time”(T5-PS1).
“Good guides, mathematical terminology, makes stu-
dents think”(T8-PS1).
“Good explanations, math terminology, guiding for
students. Not doing for them”
“Good questioning to guide the student, needs further
steps, perhaps”(T8-PS5).
“This is my favorite!”(T9-PS3)
“This is exactly what I would have written and/or said
if tutoring a student for this problem. This is clear and
straightforward.”(T18-PS3).
“good understanding of what is happening”(T16-PS3)
“This is very good. It helps move the student along
and includes explanation”(T18-PS5).
“clearest one so far”(T16-PS1).

“Equations are about balancing - it is missing prop-
erty of equality”(T1-PS1).
“The word "undoes" would need to be defined in an-
other place”(T1-PS4).
“Vocabulary definitions are missing”(T5-PS5).
“I don’t especially love the word unchanged since -4x
and 7x didn’t *change* their identify as terms...they
didn’t morph into something else, the first statement
is still equivalent to the 2nd”(T3-PS5).
“This is simple, but I’m not sure it helps the student
get why they do this, or maybe what it means to
simplify”(T8-PS2).
“Good questioning to guide the student, needs further
steps, perhaps”(T8-PS5).
“you give the complete answer in hint 3 you may want
to change that to the hint 4”(T9-PS5).
“better not great”(T16-PS2).
“The levels seem scattered. Some are written better
than others”(T18-PS1).
S: Well i heard someone mention alleles earlier but I
thought dominant and recessive t“This is confusing
in tone and language”(T18-PS2).
“I think the language is clunky here with, ’how do
you move’?”(T18-PS4).
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A.3 Example of hints (original and crowd produced) for one problem state

Fig. 9. Hints from different sources for one problem state, hints for the other four problem states can be
found in Supplementary Materials.
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